Xerxes Journal
Entry number 6
Baby, I don't have much
But what we had is more than enough 

HI all you missed me and let’s start out Xavier is no longer around as to a certain bird came over for Christmas and I’ve been wanting to left alone. I’ll get into that bird later and not in that way unlike that one time. It all started about right around November twentieth right after my birthday party and you know who you are that came to the party cuties.  Thanks for putting some icing on the cake and you know who you are as it gave, the cake extra flavor. 

I can’t remember what the last entry number I made cuties so, I figured I start at six to be safe as there is no nine. Boy to do I miss my favorite bunny and I hope that bird gets his feathers pulled out one at a time. As you may be wondering what his name is so can do some harm as it starts with an X and that’s all I’ll say for now.
November 20th
Xavier and I decided to take a trip to the mall on the way home as the bunny needed some batteries for his carrot. It was a cute carrot that I’ve played with many times like how many licks it takes to get to the creamy center. As many of you know Xavier was my mate for a long time and we did everything together while sometimes it turned into a naughty exercise.
At the time everything seemed to going great for us cuties and now I’m listening to Ordinary world on repeat that song really touches me. This reminds me of what we’ve had for so long. Xavier had to run off to the washroom and I stood outside waiting patiently for him to come back. This is where I met him and thought nothing of it at the time also being a pretty cute blue jay we could stuff before dinner.

For the next little bit everything seemed normal or at least I thought it did. Little did I know at the time cuties Xavier and this bird were spending a lot of time together. If we did a third fur over and had some fun like Scotty we both would be enjoying it together. Thanks for not inviting me Scotty but your, still cute and all. 
As it was nearing the holidays and school was out for the next couple weeks Xavier told me he wanted to invite the bird over for Yiffmas as that what we always did before opening presents. I agreed to this and didn’t think anything of it at all. The bird came over but that another story for another day.
 Thanks for reading my thing cuties and I promises it will be bigger next time.

